The mathematical form of the energy-entropy relationship is that of the relationship between the difference and the ratio of any two 'entities' x and y creating a geometrical 3D projection x = y · z, i.e., a surface of the shape of a hyperbolic paraboloid being a particular form of a quadric. The significance of this relationship is discussed here in a realm beyond thermodynamics. Somewhat intuitively, yet still in strict mathematical analogy to the relation between its most fundamental state variables, I propose for any isolated universe the cosmological state variables, absolute temperature and absolute time, to be equivalent much in the same way as energy and entropy are equivalent for an isolated ensemble of similar objects. According to this principle, the cosmological constant is inversely proportional to the squared product of absolute time and absolute temperature. The spontaneous symmetry breaking into a time component and a temperature component of the universe takes place when the first de facto irreversible movement occurs owing to a growing accessed total volume.
In mathematics the concept of 'a group' is used to formulate, in a most general way, any kind of mathematical operation, for example, addition, multiplication or rotation. Generally, a mathematical group consists of 'elements' a, b, c, ... and an instruction that attributes to each pair of elements, say a and b, a new element a b  in such a way that three group axioms G1, G2 and G3 strictly apply. Abelian groups are commutative for which group axiom G4 applies as well: The mathematical operation of addition in conjunction with elements that are integers, {a, b, c, ...} ℤ, is an abelian group. To specify, replace the above general formalism with a specific one, i.e., replace  with +, e with 0, and a -1 with -a. The mathematical operation of multiplication in conjunction with elements that are positive real numbers, {a, b, c, ...} R + , is also an abelian group:  : , :
= ⋅ = e 1 , and a a − = 1 1 : / . Note that, whereas the addition of real numbers is an abelian group, axiom G3 usually does not apply to the multiplication of positive integers {a, b, c, ...} ℤ + because generally {a -1 , b -1 , c -1 , ...} ∉ ℤ. Most commonly, mathematical groups are used to describe geometrical symmetries; the vast majority of mathematical groups are non-abelian (axiom G4 does not apply), in particular, when the parameter space is higher than 2D (twodimensional).
In physics and physical cosmology this formalism is extremely useful for the description of spontaneous symmetry breaking into different fundamental forces through the application of gauge theories, such as in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) or Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) being the basis of the Standard Model. A gauge theory is a type of field theory in which the Lagrangian is invariant under a certain continuous group of local transformations. The Lagrangian of a dynamical system is a function that summarises the dynamics of the system. Common to all these theories is the utilization of Legendre transformations. The Legendre transformation can be generalized to the Legendre-Fenchel transformation. It is commonly used in thermodynamics and in the Hamiltonian formulation of classical mechanics, for example, to describe various thermodynamic potentials in classical thermodynamics, to derive partition functions from a state equation in statistical thermodynamics, to link Lagrange (classical) mechanics with Hamiltonian (quantum) mechanics, to formulate QED and QCD, and more. In a thermodynamic context the linking of energy with entropy through a quantified similarity argument, as described in group thermodynamics [1] , may be viewed as a Legendre transformation on a group, rather than individual, level.
Consider a mathematically general relationship between difference and ratio (quotient) being the operational results obtained from, respectively, the substraction and division of the same elements, say, x and y (eqns. 1 and 2):
Interpret x and y as any two parameters that are needed to define the characteristics of some state and v as a mathematically independent variable. For example, {x, y} may be the coordinates of a point in 2D space and v a force acting on one coordinate (in one direction) but not the other. If x were to represent the distance between two objects in Euclidian 3D space, difference u would describe the movement of these objects through spacetime according to Einstein's special
where d = differential, s = distance in spacetime, x i = spatial Cartesian coordinates {x, y, z}, c = vacuum speed of light, and t = time. Difference u could also represent the incremental change Δ in free energy upon transformation of one (metastable) macrostate into another, as expressed in the Gibbs-
, where ΔG T = Gibbs free energy change at temperature T, ΔH = energy change at constant pressure (enthalpy change), and ΔS = entropy change. Equation 2 describes in a generalised fashion the relationship between difference u and ratio x/y as depicted in Figure 1 . Note that v is the root of the function in equation 2.
To analyse more readily, a set of 2D projections of the same function is depicted in Figure 2 where u is sampled over a representative range of numerical values for x and y. Note that, trivially, x/y requires for v > 0 the root to lie in the quadrants where both x and y have the same sign (right half of the 2D plot), whereas a negative value for v places the root in the quadrants of opposite signs for x and y (reflection of the hyperbles through x/y = 0, not shown).
In special relativity the relationship between difference and ratio immediately visualises how the shape of squared distance differentials in spacetime ds 2 (ordinate in the above 2D plot) relates to the ratio of squared spatial distance differentials over squared time differen-
In thermodynamics the above relationship shows how changes in Gibbs free energy ΔG T relate to the temperature at which ΔG vanishes, T = ΔH/ΔS for ΔC p = 0, or in a differential form for infinitesimal state changes: dG T vs. T = dH/dS. It was shown that the ΔH and ΔS values of similar objects at their respective equilibrium temperatures are all linearly related to their corresponding ΔG T values [1] . These realised experimental values of similar objects gather linearly, in the above plot, close to the root of the function at {x -v · y = 0, x/y = v}, i.e., close to the saddle point. Physics imposes positive v values in both special-relativity and thermodynamics, since there is no immediate physical meaning for a negative speed of light (reaching in vacuo a maximum constant positive value c) nor negative absolute temperature, both, in accord with the Second Law.
General and special relativity describe the shape of and the dynamics within a spacetime where the objects may or may not move in a reversible fashion. The main focus in relativity theory is not reversibility but rather to describe objects (particles) and their 'directed' movements at up to relativistic speeds along geodesics in spacetime being shaped by gravitational fields. Thermodynamics describes the energetics of dynamic systems that contain multi-component objects ('macrostates') able to adopt, essentially reversibly, multiple isoergonic (degenerate) 'microstates'. Both theories are, in terms of physics, quite different from one another. The former is based on Einstein's mass-energy equivalence; in the latter an energy-entropy equivalence of macrostates was identified within groups of similar objects. Mathematically, the former is generated from applying Pythagorean rules to the coordinates of a 4D Lorentzian geometry (two sums and a difference between four positive terms:
2 + + − ⋅ ). The latter originates from correlating and partitioning energy contributions through Legendre transformations. In spite of this apparent disparity, the mathematical formalism looks alike for both theories. Lorentzian geometry and the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation are both typified through a crucial substraction term; through the mathematical difference viz. the physical balance between two most fundamental components of spacetime and, respectively, free energy. What is the squared spatial distance differential in special relativity, dx i 2 , is formally the energy differential in thermodynamics, dU (or dH at constant pressure). The spacetime differential that describes changes in time not space, c 2 · dt 2 , formally becomes the entropic component of the free energy differential, T·dS. The balance between each pair of components gives rise to the squared spatio-temporal distance differential ds 2 and, respectively, the free energy differential dF (or dG at constant pressure).
Inherently irreversible (de facto not reversed) versus essentially reversible dynamics
What comes next is in part intuition rather than firm calculation all the way through. The starting point is the assumption, unproven as it is, that the energyentropy relationship for an ensemble of similar objects [1] applies to the energetics of all physical changes irrespective of scale and material; actually, irrespective of whether it is applied to normal matter, dark matter, radiation or the fabric of spacetime itself. The basis stems from mathematics; more precisely, from the relationship between difference and ratio of entities that are quantifying fundamental states of similar objects in the universe. Consider the fact that the universe, as we know it now, took its beginnings with a Big Bang, meaning that all of a sudden its total volume began to grow at rates that would vary. This changeable growth rate is usually seen as varying with time; here we shall prefer to see, both, growth rate and time varying with the universe's total volume. It grows for the simple reason that it can access to more spacetime through a not yet fully understood expansion mechanism being fueled by a dynamically biased balance between attractive force fields of normal and dark matter on the one hand, and repulsive force fields of spacetime on the other. Prior to this expansion, the total of existing spacetime must have been in a minimum entropy state -or else the stringency of the Second Law could not apply -and must have accessed a minimum volume, the Planck volume. Deeper insight into the universe's 'fabric of quantum spacetime' could emerge from the description of its dynamics through the spontaneous and continuous replication and disappearance of a fundamental elementary unit of spacetime that could generate and harbour, among other 'things', matter and that would evolve in complexity through a Darwinian-like process [2] [3] [4] . A promising approach to a theory of quantum gravity is the causal dynamic triangulation (CDT) of 4D Lorentzian spacetime geometry, in which piece wise flat geometries ('4D-triangles' called four-simplices) are being proposed as fundamental elementary units of spacetime that assemble and create "discretised curvatures" [5] .
The universe, at any of its states, can be globally characterised through the state variables time of cosmic expansion, call it cosmological or absolute time t, and average absolute temperature T. What is viewed as an 'independent variable' in thermodynamics, absolute temperature T, finds its alter ego in general relativity: the total volume V of a universe. Thus, V becomes the mathematically independent variable. Absolute temperature T is seen as a measure for energy density that manifests itself in reversible stochastic 'undirected' movements of the constituents (a generalised 'Brownian motion'), thus, is a measure for kinetic energy density of the reversible. Integration of T over all spacetime results in its total volume-dependent value T V . In this context Datapoints were generated using y = -16 to -0.0001 and 0.0001 to 16. The orthogonal asymptotes of all hyperbles are u = x -v · y = ± ∞ for x/y 0 and u = x -v · y = x for x/y ± ∞. The only root of the function, thus, the saddle point formed by all hyperbles (cf. Fig. 1 ) is always x/y = v.
particles, or of elementary units of spacetime, scaled by the universal gas constant R. Cosmological absolute time t [seconds] is also viewed as an energy density, yet manifests itself in the abundance of de facto not reversed 'directed' motion, hence, is a measure for kinetic energy density of the irreversible. Time only exists if there is change, most generally, change in the state of the object(s) in question; objects being particles or elementary units of spacetime. In a universe small enough to allow absolutely all movements to be strictly reversible, and de facto 'constantly' reversed, there is no way of measuring nor defining time. In such a situation time does not exist within the accessed volume. As soon as the first object moves in a first unreversed direction, or the first elementary unit of spacetime replicates itself without disappearance of the replica, a de facto unreversed motion materialises due to the universe's growing size. Time begins to exist (to bear a physical meaning) and grows older with the accomplished distance multiplied by the number of objects performing such 'directed' movements.
Both state variables t and T, being measures for different aspects of energy density, are system-immanent, are not measured by an external inertial observer but are defined from within, and so could be applied in a background-independent and nonperturbative theory of quantum gravity [3] [4] [5] .
"More and more, I have the feeling that quantum theory and general relativity are both deeply wrong about the nature of time. It is not enough to combine them. There is a deeper problem, perhaps going back to the origin of physics. Around the beginning of the seventeenth century, Descartes and Galileo both made a most wonderful discovery: You could draw a graph with one axis being space and the other being time. [...] In this way, time is represented as if it were another dimension of space. Motion is frozen, and a whole history of constant motion and change is presented to us as something static and unchanging. If I had to guess (and guessing is what I do for a living), this is the scene of the crime. We have to find a way to unfreeze time -to represent time without turning it into space". Lee Smolin, 2006 [6] Time unfrozen One must allow the universe to develop inhomogeneously -at least the matter within, to some minimal extent even at its early stages. Absolute time t is therefore expected to grow older inhomogeneously within the accessed total volume V, thus, to be best described by a specific energy density tensor of space. Let us derive absolute time t, being the de facto irreversible 'fraction' of the universe, from its entanglement with temperature at a given total volume T V . T V is the measure for an average energy density of the reversible 'fraction' of the universe (perhaps one should replace 'fraction' with 'aspect') and is therefore globally diminishing. It makes sense to formulate these two aspects as fundamental cosmic variables that characterise the universe's global state at every stage of its being; as 'two aspects of the same coin' (= universe); as synonyms to some extent. This is comparable to the synonymity of mass and energy where c 2 is the 'independent variable'. (As a matter of fact, c is the most constant 'variable' that we can think of; other universes may bear other physics owing to other numerical values for c.) It is also comparable to the synonymity of energy and entropy for similar objects where T is the 'independent variable'. Notice that in both special relativity and thermodynamics the most prominent relationships are balanced by a mathematical difference between the respective fundamental state variables, . ⋅ ∝ c , has been derived from special relativity by George Gamow [7] [8] [9] [10] , the co-founder of the RNA Tie Club. This relationship still serves as the basis for explaining nucleosynthesis phenomena during early stages of the universe. More recently Isasi obtained t T 0 827 .
⋅ ∝ c (derived from Table four in [11] ).
Owing to the isolation of any universe de definitio and the First Law, the overall energy density remains constant throughout all states of a universe. What changes, due to a changing total volume, is the ratio of its irreversible versus reversible energy densities: in an expanding universe the former grows to the cost of the latter, time t grows older as temperature T cools down. Several consequences and questions arise from this relationship, some of them may seem rather strange or naive. Let me ask them anyway.
Questions, the first spontaneous symmetry breaking, and consequences
While the entropy and similarity of objects in the universe grows with time, the overall temperature diminishes and gives way to structured spacetime to the cost of structured matter; 'structured' spacetime in the sense of 'de facto irreversibly formed'. Could this be the basis -seemingly paradoxically -for the spontaneous non-ergodic growth of irreversibly formed 'structure', which may be read out as 'information', thus, the basis for a spontaneously increasing information density in spite of a growing number of black holes (maximum entropy objects) that are expected to evaporate at ever increasing rates?
Secondly, the limiting case for the cosmic beginning, that is, for a vanishing total volume, is described in equation 4.
Within an extremely small total volume (close to the Planck volume) all movements of all particles, or the formation and vanishing of spacetime elements, are exactly reversible. There is no way at all for any change to manifest itself at any given (extremely small) V, and so time and temperature are exactly equivalent (eqn. 4). The spontaneous symmetry breaking -most likely the first of all -happens when V becomes such that the first precise back movement is too improbable to occur. At such a critical V, time becomes first manifest through not reversed particle movements, or not reversed spacetime formation, and thus becomes distinguishable from reciprocal temperature.
Backwards in time: As V approaches the Planckian scale, the universe's degeneracy diminishes and its temperature grows at a hyperbolically increasing rate. Only a non-zero total volume prevents the (weak) singularity of infinite absolute temperature. The existence of a first non-zero dimensional spacetime element would mean that a finite maximal temperature (= reversible energy density) characterises an 'unborn' universe in which time cannot be defined from within but also cannot be zero. How does this relate to the Planck time or the chronon? Does it mean that in the beginning, viz. on a Planckian scale for the total volume, there is a superposition of many finite entangled (very short) times that decohere with the first 'directed' motion? If yes, how many? Is there a finite population (= probability density) of very short times (= irreversible energy densities) of opposite signs averaging to nil?
Thirdly, in the formal analogy between special relativity and thermodynamics the time component of spacetime compares to the entropy component of free energy: c d d
